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Music 
"Canzona per sonare No.2" 
Giovanni Gabsieli 
"Canzona on a French Theme" 
Samtgel Scheidt 
"Contrapunctus IX" 
from The Art of the Fugue 
jS. Bach 
"Three Ayres" 
John Arson 
"Fantasie" 
J.S. Bach 
"Allegro" 
from King Arthur 
Henry Purcell 
"Overture to Cadmus et Hermione" 
Jean Baptiste Lully 
"Pomp and Circumstance Marches" 
Edward Elgar 
Processional  
Hildegard R. Hendrickson, PhD Jeffrey B. Anderson, PhD 
Marshal Sharon L. Cumberland, PhD 
.
Grand 
Paulette W. Kidder, PhD Paul B. Milan, PhD 
Mace Bearer Jane W. Peterson, PhD 
Thomas W. Taylor, PhD 
Ruben C. Trevino, PhD 
Assistant Marshal.s 
Convocation 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Provost 
National Anthem 
Elizabeth Pear 
1982 Alumna 
Invocation 
Kathleen A. Sullivan, RSCJ 
Associate Professor of Mathematics 
Welcome 
. Reverend William J. Sullivan, SJ, PhD, DD 
President, Seattle University 
Presentation of Honorary Degrees 
Reverend William J. Sullivan, SJ, PhD, DD 
Pomdent, Seattle University 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Puvost 
Student Speaker 
Frank W. Brown 
MBA, Albers School of Business and Economics 
Presentation of Degrees 
Reverend William J. Sullivan, SJ, PhD, DD 
President, Seattle Universit' 
John D. Eshelman, PhD 
Provost 
President's Award 
Greg M. Lulay 
BABA, Albers School of Business and Economics, 
and BA, College of Arts and Sciences 
Recognition of Professors Emeriti 
James E. Beaver, JD 
Louis K. Christensen, PhD 
John M. Harding, JD 
Hildegard R. Hendrickson, PhD 
Bernard M. Steckler, PhD 
Tribute to Williamj Sullivan, Sf 
James D. Dwyer 
Trustee 
Benediction 
William J. Sullivan, SJ, PhD, DD 
President 
Recessional 
"My Spirit be Joyful" 
JS. Bach 
"Voluntary on Old 100th" 
Henry Purcell 
101, 
President Message 
Dear Graduates, 
With great joy, I offer each one of you my congratulations 
as you receive your degrees. 
Your graduation represents a wonderful academic accom-
plishment. Graduation is also symbolic of the possibilities for 
new and challenging opportunities. 
This graduation is particularly meaningful for me as it is my 
21st and last commencement as president of Seattle University. 
It has been the great pleasure of my life to serve Seattle Uni-
versity and, in some small way, to serve each of you during 
your years here. 
I will continue my association with Seattle University in some 
way. Although you have completed a stage in your academic 
career, I hope you will also maintain your connection with 
Seattle University through volunteer service, financial contribu-
tions, attending university events and activities, and many other 
ways open to university alumni. 
Once again, my warmest congratulations to you, your family, 
and friends, and my best wishes as you leave the university. 
God bless. 
Sincerely, 
William J. Sullivan, SJ 
A Lasting Legacy 
While Father William J. Sullivan's legacy 
as Seattle University's 20th president could be 
measured in many ways, the fact that his 
signature adorns nearly 60 percent of the 
degrees granted by the university is perhaps 
the most lasting manifestation of his leadership 
On May 15, Father Sullivan, president of 
Seattle University since 1976, submitted his 
letter of resignation effective August 31. 
"It's the appropriate time for me to begin 
my transition to the next stage of my life," 
wrote Father Sullivan. 
"Finding a replacement for Father 
Sullivan will be a challenging assignment for 
the board of trustees." said John Ellis, 
chairman of the board. Our best wishes and 
love go with him always and our praise for a 
job well done" 
Indeed. 
A0  Graduation to Remember 
Seattle University 
From humble beginnings 105 years ago, 
Seattle University is now the largest indepen-
dent institution in the Northwest. More than 
6,000 students are enrolled in 49 under- 
graduate and 22 graduate programs, 
including a doctoral program in educational 
leadership. 
The 43-acre campus on Seattle's First 
Hill has the atmosphere of a small college. 
Teaching is the faculty's priority at Seattle 
University. Low student-to-faculty ratios and 
caring attitudes ensure that faculty members 
are readily available to students. 
As an institution of higher learning, 
Seattle University's objective and purpose 
include the discussion, interpretation, and  
transmission of knowledge, ideas and values. 
Under the auspices of the Society of 
Jesus, Seattle University supports Christian 
ideals and values. It affirms the belief in unity 
and totality of all human knowledge, whether 
experiential, speculative, or divinely revealed. 
As a community inspired with the Spirit of 
Christ, the campus atmosphere encourages 
the development of an unbiased, liberated, 
and enlightened intelligence in its faculty and 
student body. 
One of 28 Jesuit colleges in the United 
States, Seattle University offers a broadly 
based academic program, including a strong 
liberal arts core curriculum that prepares 
students for community service and personal  
fulfillment, as well as professional success. 
One of Seattle University's marks of 
distinction is the nation's first graduate 
program in software engineering. The 
university is also known for innovative 
undergraduate programs, such as the nation's 
first addiction studies program and the first 
undergraduate program in environmental 
engineering in the Northwest. 
The true measure of the university's 
excellence is the success of our graduates. 
Seattle University's alumni includes distin-
guished individuals in business, public affairs, 
education, the performing arts, athletics, and 
other fields. 
The History of the Graduation Cap and Gown 
W academic Ti..-  rinci I features of academic dress 	 scholarshi and the r"rr.r.rnihiI.w and dionitv 
referred to as academic "dress" or "regalia") 
had its origins in the ancient European 
universities. Apparently it was devised to 
distinguish academic persons such as doctor, 
licentiates, masters, and bachelors from other 
parts of the population. Gowns probably were 
a necessity because of unheated buildings, 
and hoods were needed to cover the heads 
of medieval scholars. Most universities issued 
strict regulations concerning the design and 
use of academic dress. 
As they were founded, American 
colleges and universities inevitably adopted 
the gown, hood, and cap from their 
European antecedents. Although some 
common standards and practices were 
observed, no uniform code or system existed 
until late in the 19th century. 
are three: the gown, the cap, and the hood. 
The flowing gown comes from the 12th century. 
It has become symbolic of the democracy of 
scholarship, for it completely covers any dress 
of rank or social standing underneath. It is 
black for all degrees, with pointed sleeves for 
the bachelor's degree: long, closed sleeves for 
the master's degree; and round, open sleeves 
for the doctorate degree. The gown worn for 
the bachelor's or master's degree has no 
trimmings. The gown for the doctoral degree 
is faced down the front with velvet and has 
three bars of velvet across the sleeves in the 
color distinctive of the faculty or discipline to 
which the degree pertains. 
The wearing of the cap was a privilege 
won by freed slaves in ancient Rome, and so 
the academic cap is a sign of the freedom of  
with which scholarship endows the wearer. Old 
poetry records the cap of scholarship as 
square to symbolize the book, although some 
authorities claim that the mortar board or cap 
is a symbol of the masons, a privileged guild. 
The color of the tassel on the cap denotes the 
discipline. 
Heraldically the hood is an inverted 
shield with one or more chevrons of a 
secondary color on the ground of the primary 
color of the college. The color of the facing 
of the hood denotes the discipline repre-
sented by the degree; the color of the lining 
of the hood designates the university from 
which the degree was granted. The length of 
the hood varies by academic degree. The 
hood for the doctoral degree is the only one 
with panels at the sides. 
Honorary Degrees 
Reverend Daniel C. Weber, Sf 
Daniel C. Weber, of the Society of Jesus, 
you have a distinguished record as an 
educator and academic administrator through 
your extraordinary career as a leader of 
secondary Jesuit education in the Northwest. 
A native of Uniontown, Washington, you 
earned degrees from Gonzaga University, Mt. 
St. Michael's, and Santa Clara University. 
You began your career in secondary 
schools as an instructor and coach at 
Marquette High School in Yakima, Washing-
ton. In 1956 you helped to found Jesuit High 
School in Portland, Oregon, where you served 
as instructor, coach, and head counselor. 
You served as rector-president of 
Gonzaga Preparatory School in Spokane, 
Washington, from 1965 to 1971. You served as 
head of the religion department at Portland's 
Jesuit High School from 1971 to 1976 while 
you were also active in adult education 
programs sponsored by the archdioceses of 
Seattle and Portland. 
You served Bellarmine Preparatory 
School in Tacoma. Washington, with distinc- 
tion as president for 20 years. The fact that 
98 percent of the school's graduates go on to 
college is an indication of the school's quality. 
During all these years, you have continued 
to be active in your work as a Jesuit priest. 
You have ministered in many parishes of 
the Seattle Archdiocese and others throughout 
Washington and Oregon. 
You have offered retreats and workshops 
to nuns and priests in Washington, Oregon, 
Idaho, Kansas, Hawaii, and Alaska. 
You have lectured on Jesuit spirituality, 
peace and justice, and moral education 
around the world. You have served on 
numerous local boards and commissions 
including the Seattle University Board of 
Trustees since 1982. 
Therefore, in recognition of your 
accomplishments as an educator and adminis-
trator, your unfailing service to the church 
throughout the Pacific Northwest, and to the 
Society of Jesus, upon you, Daniel C. Weber, SJ, 
Seattle University proudly confers the degree 
of doctor of humanities, honoris causa. 
W T Edmondson 
W.T. Edmondson, your teaching, 
research, and writing for more than 50 years 
has earned you international recognition as 
an ecologist and preeminent scholar in the 
field of limnology, the study of inland waters. 
Your work during the 1950s on Lake 
Washington drew attention to the lake's 
degradation and eventually led to the 
diversion of sewage and the lake's remarkable 
recovery. 
Your public educational service during 
the efforts to preserve Lake Washington 
serves as a model in the use of sound science 
to guide effective and appropriate public 
action. 
Your efforts led to the formation in 1958 
of the Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle 
(Metro), charged with improving sewage 
disposal in the region. 
Your recent book, The Uses of Ecology: 
Lake Washington and Bevond provides valuable 
insights into the often conflicting roles of 
scientists, public officials, industry leaders, 
and the general public in causing and solving 
environmental problems. 
You received the National Academy of 
Sciences Award for Environmental Quality in 
1973; the Eminent Ecologist Award from the 
Ecological Society of America in 1983, the 
Outstanding Public Service Award from the 
University of Washington; and the C. Evelyn 
Hutchinson Award from the American Society 
of Limnology and Oceanography in 1990. 
Therefore, in recognition of your work as 
an internationally renowned scientist, your 
excellence in teaching, your dedication to 
community service, and your commitment to 
the philosophy of life-long learning that is 
consistent with Seattle University's mission, 
upon you, W. T. Edmondson, Seattle Univer-
sity confers the degree of doctor of humani-
ties, honoris causa. 
Lawrence and Gwendolyn Knight 
. 
Jacob Lawrence and Gwendolyn Knight, 
truly Seattle's first couple of art, your 
paintings have received accolades from fellow 
artists, art critics, and the general public 
across the United States and around the 
world. 
Jacob Lawrence, your first solo exhibit, 
at the age of 24, a portrayal of the black 
migration from the South to the North, was 
praised as an ambitious account of the 
struggles of black Americans. 
You are one of the most acclaimed and 
admired painters in the country. Your 
commissions include more than 40 limited 
edition prints, seven murals, and three 
paintings. Your work has also been featured 
in illustrated books and videos. 
You have received numerous awards and 
honors including the National Medal of Arts,  
the National Arts Club Medal of Honor, the 
Spingarn Medal, and 13 honorary degrees. 
You are a member of the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences, the Americon Academy 
and lnctitutc of Arts and Letters, and you 
were appointed as Elector to the Hall of Fame 
for Great Americans. 
Gwendolyn Knight, you have applied 
your study of and experience in dance to the 
canvas with marvelous results. Your paintings 
of women and children have a dignity that 
makes them monumental. 
Your work is featured in numerous public 
collections, in book covers, and in more than 
30 solo and group exhibitions. 
Your awards and honors include the 
Caucus Centennial Medallion, the Centennial 
Award of Merit, a National Honor Award, and 
the Pioneers Award. 
Your common passion for self-expression 
through your God-given talents have sustained 
voul marriage for 53 years. 
It has been said that your contributions 
as artists, teachers, and cultural bridge 
builders is inestimable. 
Therefore, in recognition of your 
remarkable contributions to our nation's 
cultural fabric through your art, your 
enthusiasm for sharing your talents with 
others through your work and teaching, and 
for your inspiration, upon you, Jacob 
Lawrence and Gwendolyn Knight, Seattle 
University proudly confers the degree of 
doctor of humanities honoris causa. 
. 
John K. and Maralyn B. Blume 
Jack and Maralyn Blume, as individuals 
and as a couple committed to the service of 
others and to justice, you have unselfishly 
served your community, your church, and 
Seattle University. 
Your contributions have had immeasur-
able impacts on the homeless, women-at-risk, 
school children, university students, and the 
elderly. The Catholic Archdiocese of Seattle, 
Catholic Community Services, and the St. 
Vincent DePaul Society, and your parish 
church, St. Bridget, are among the numerous 
organizations where you have selflessly given 
many hours of volunteer leadership. 
You served as chairs of the third Seattle 
University Gala, an annual event to raise 
funds for student financial aid. You also 
served on the board of the President's Club. 
As evidence of your concern for students 
you established the Blume Family Endowment 
Fund to provide scholarships for students in 
the Institute for Theological Studies. 
Jack served on the university's Develop-
ment Board, Board of Regents, Board of 
Trustees, and the Institute for Theological 
Studies Advisory Board. Maralyn has been an 
active member of the university's Women's 
Guild. 
Your family has been your first and most 
essential ministry. As husband and wife, and 
as parents, and grandparents, you have 
modelled this critical dimension of a success-
ful Christian life. 
You are recognized throughout Seattle as 
philanthropists, entrepreneurs, ministers with 
the poor, and community servants. 
Therefore, in recognition of your 
contributions to the community, your church, 
and to Seattle University; your dedication to 
justice; and to your commitment to serve God 
and all of God's creation, upon you, Jack and 
Maralyn Blume, Seattle University proudly 
confers the degree of doctor of humanities 
honoris causa. 
0 
President Award 
Michael L 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. 
A symbol of outstanding achievement. 
Doctor of Education Dissertation Titles 
Cynthia Eskandari Azari 
Five Year - Follow-up of Vocational Education 
Program Graduates and Completer -s in 
Washington State 
Leonard D. Bell 
Institutional Goals Inventory: 
Seatile University in 1976 and 1994 
Patricia Kelley Brunjes 
A Study of Alternative High School 
Scheduling 
Bette Kokenes BUllOCk 
Student for the Future and the Middle School 
Teacher: A Study of Current Practices and 
Staff Development Needs 
Sharon J. Henderson Callahan 
A Delphi Study of the Competencies 
Needed by Leaders of Roman Catholic 
Faith Communities in Western Washington 
Through the Year 2000 
John Allan Carswell 
Entrepreneurship: A Viable Curricular 
Innovation 
Ann Ellen Downer 
Mass Media and Public Health: Designing 
Persuasive Health Communication Campaigns 
Candace A. Kane Ganz 
Gender and Leadership in Adolescence: 
Perspectives and Aspirations of Eighth Graders 
Janice Ann Gardner 
Retention or Attrition: First Quarter 
Experiences for Older Students in a 
Community College 
Shelley D.F. Githens 
Listening to Women's Voices: Exploring the 
Connections Between Leadership, Personal 
Growth and Mountaineering 
Geary Wallace Greenleaf 
Dialogue as a Prelude to Decision-Making 
John Alan Hurley Jr. 
The Effects of Organization Rewards on the 
Job Satisfaction of Washington Community 
College Full-Time Faculty 
Marianne LaBarre 
Life-enhancing Leadership: Fostering the Self 
in the Workplace 
Richard F. Larldn Jr. 
A Descriptive Study of the Perception of 
Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivational Influences 
by Volunteer and Employed Work Force 
Populations 
Benedict Lastimado 
Faculty Performance Evaluation: 
The Right Mix? 
Esperanza H. Lemos 
Women Superintendents' Perceptions 
Regarding Factors which Influence their 
Selection 
Terry Lee Lyons 
The Need for Authenticity in Female Leaders 
Carolyn Dorene Marsh 
Family Resource Centers: Linking Human 
Services and Community Supports to 
Education 
Holly Laura Moore 
Compliance with the Americans with Disabili-
ties Act in Washington States' Higher 
Education Institutions 
Barbara C. Przasnyski 
A Study of Learning Style Preferences of 
At-Risk Students in Grades Three Through 
Twelve in the White Pass School District and 
Instructional Preferences of Award-Winning 
Teachers in Washington State 
Jessika A. Saton 
Synchronistic Experiences of Entrepreneurs in 
the Creation of a Socially Responsible Business 
Venture: A Delphi Study 
Keith Loren Smith 
In Search of the Next Generation Org-anization 
Laura Patterson Tordeuti 
A History of Green River Community College 
from its Founding Through 1980 
Honors Program Graduates 
The Seattle University Humanities Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year program is a historically ordered, integrated study 
of the great thinkers of the Western world, designed to create and stimulate a broad appreciation and a critical awareness of human thought 
and achievement in the sociocultural context. After completing the Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major. 
The 1996 degree candidates who completed the Honors Program are: 
Zoltan 	 Peter Abraham ................................................ English, Philosophy Mark 	 Fnesen 	 Goeller ------------------------------------------------- History, Philosophy 
Aimee 	 Denise 	 Benoit....................................................................... English Brenda Anne 
	
Hanson ------------------------------------------------ English, Philosophy 
Megan 	 Elizabeth 	 Blinn .................................................................... English Carey Allison 	 Lindekugel ............................................................... Nursing 
Jason 	 Edward 	 Duke .................................................... Philosophy, History Danielle 	 Marie 	 Poe .................................................................... Philosophy 
Julie 	 Ann 	 Velasco 	 Flores ................................................................. English Marriann 	 Lynn 	 Shriner .............................................. Philosophy, English 
Margaret 	 Eileen 	 Gazarek 	 ---------------------------------------------------------------- English Kristopher 	 Ian 	 Teift ................................................................... Philosophy 
Graduate School 
Edward J. Jennerich, PhD 
Dean and Associate Provost 
for Academic Administration 
School of Education 
Margaret M. Haerty, PhD, Dean 
St. Ignalius of Loyola Teacher Education Award 
Recipients: Barbara R. McGrath 
Lori A. Scobie 
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) in the School of Education Teacher Education Program. Selection is based on academic 
achievement, excellence in student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, and evidence of leadership. 
Doctor of Education 
S vnthia - Eskandari  Azari Janice Ann Gardner Terry Lee Lyons ROfldX 	 D. &il Shelley D.F. Githens Carolyn Dorene Marsh 
Patricia Kelley Brunjes Geary Wallace Greenleaf Holly Laura Moore 
Bette Kokenes Bullock John Alan Hurley Jr. Barbara C. Przasnyski 
Sharon J. Henderson Callahan Marianne LaBarre Jessika A. Satori 
John Allan Carswelt Richard F. Larkin Jr. Keith Loren Smith 
Ann Ellen Downer Benedict Lastimado Laura Patterson Tordenti 
Candace A. Kane Ganz Esperanza H. Lemos 
Educational Specialist 
Jane Loring Durrance Annette E. Knofel J. Roger Nelson 
Victoria Ann Hagen Dana Georgia Ann Lindjord Karen D. Smith-Desautels 
Sheryl Marie Havens Katharine Long Mary Ann Sporman 
Julie Rae Mayer Herren Vicki Sue White Miltun James Douglas Walker 
Master in Teaching 
Melinda A. Abel Colleen Elizabeth Connor Celestina Marie Haigh 
Angel José Alvarado Melissa Dahi Daniel G. Hathaway 
Thomas Robert Anderson René Angéle Dolbec Cecilia Grace Hauer 
Maria Elisabeth Andonian Danu Katherine Dufl' Courtney C. Hayes-Lattin 
Lynn Marie Atherton Kristin Ann Edlund Todd Vincent Hillier 
Katherine Bradley Baehr Mary Margaret Frey Kann E. Hirschfeld 
Hayden Edward Baker Kristen Louise Gephart Daniel P. Hoisington 
Nina Lynn Binder Kirstin Ann Gerhold Teresa M.J. Halt 
Wrhel
Andrew Brauch Carrie Lynn Ginoza Kevin Randall Houston 
 Anne Butcher Alexander J. Glass Cameon Noel Hughes 
Sue Ann Cain Jason N. Gottlieb Justine Lenore Hurley 
Sylvia H. Chung-Kim Amy Elizabeth Greif Benjamin U. Ibale 
Rikke LeDrew Clum Davina Lane Greive Kimi Ishikawa 
Sedonja Cochran Lonni Jo Gunsolus Darci Piper Jacobs 
Master in Teachi 
Tracy Lin Jang 
Michael LeRoy Kerstetter 
George Parker King 
Mishon Rose Kirkland 
Lora A. Knight 
Corinne Lynn Kuhn 
Kelly Lynn Kursteiner 
Charles Roberts Lamson 
Linda Angela Lee 
Richard Gage Lewis 
Anne Louise Livingston 
Mark G. Lovre 
Julie Ann Lyderson 
Jaclynn M. Mac 
Heidi Jo MafI 
Katherine Elizabeth Malone 
Heather Lyn Martin 
Barbara R. McGrath 
Joseph Anthony Mele 
(continued) 
Aaron David Mermelstein 
Cynthia Ann Merritt 
Lianne Louise Mills 
Julia Elizabeth Morse 
Jonathan Allan Nessan 
Lisa Marie Nichols 
Todd Masao Nishikawa 
Angela Rae Nouwens 
Jennifer Elise O'Roartv 
Kevin R. O'Shea 
AnthonyJ. Olney 
Bruce John Patt 
Philip Andre Pelletier 
Stephanie Dawn Pender 
Danae Lea Powers 
Nicole Ann Reavis 
Letitia N. Reid-Nnanabu 
Kari Lynn Rigg 
Michael David Ritscher 
Judy Lee Rogers 
Lawrence Eric Rosen 
Laurie Ann Ruble 
Deborah Marie Schaack 
Heidi Scharffenberg 
Lori A. Scobie 
Monique Leewans Seaberg 
Tiffany Brooke Semple 
Karen Michelle Some 
Sarah Margaret Talbot 
Liisa Allison Talso 
Dione Angelique Thompson 
Tina Louise Tobiason 
Stephen Dean Vander I-lijde 
Raleigh David Wilson 
Sheila Irene Wilson 
Sygrid D. Wright 
Anne Jana Zuckerman 
Master of Counseling 
Noel G. Angell 
Carol Ann Collier 
Jennifer U. Cormier 
Cheryl S. DiNovi 
Teresa Duncan McDonald 
Elizabeth Sala Ellis 
Kenda Ann Erickson 
Catherine A. Kehoe Fallon 
Linda Kay Fieldhouse 
Coral Jean Stern Golub 
Marilyn Jean Gooley 
Gail M. Gunderson 
Golleen Ruth Kelley King 
Karen Ann Landwehr 
April M. Lee 
Ernest Eugene McGarry 
Ella L. Nacht 
Virginia Lee Radel 
Joseph V. Raineri 
Sally Anne Sharbaugh 
Carol Simon-Kranz 
Linda Marie Turner 
Carol Van Buren 
Lee John Wilner 
Margaret M. Woodlock 
Linda Margaret Zobrist 	 is 
Master of Arts in Education 
Timothy John Albert Linda N. Hanson Lisa Ann Palmer 
Patrick Henry Baccellieri Melinda May Hasegawa Lorena King Palmer 
Audrey Lee Becker Linda J. Judd James Franklin Roberts Jr. 
Mary Naum Bell Lizabeth A. King Susan Lynn Rogers 
Robert R. Bell Amy Williams Kirkman Ann Marie Ryan 
Patricia Anne Byers joella Marie Kirschner Hollie Lynn Seibert 
Kathy Carr Maria A. Little Heidi D. Seligman 
Joanne K. Cecchini Ann Mary McAllen Devon Elizabeth Singh-Barrett 
India Civey Ruth Walsh McIntyre Ann Maurine Tippit 
Charisse Lee Cowan Kristin Shindler McNabb Sandra Lee Weldon 
Kathryn Cecele Custer Margo Lyn Menconi James A. White 
Doreen Desimone Terry A. Mueller Carlos Lee Williams 
Visara Ekahitanond Ronald Martin Murgo Mary Constance Williams 
Ted Sue Feglev Merritt Jean Olsen Benvta Toni Willoughby 
Kazumi Hada Bess Ellen Owens 
Master of Education 
Kristi Michelle Albert Charlotte Louise Cole Susan Lynn I)ye-Walsh 
Cindy L. Baker Mark Lewis Cooksley Carol Jean Featherstone 
David William Pionanno Michael Anthony Cowan Amy Elizabeth Fenning 
Rosemary Anna Bresina David R. Darling Andrea Marie Floyd 
Ann Marie Bunger Donna Marie DeFrancesco Mary Christine Foster 
Karen J. Christenson Mary Poage Dreke Beth Mie Coda 
•Kathleen Ruth Gorney 
Jennifer Kay Hall 
Jane Traxinger Harness 
Ana Paulina Hernandez 
Kristina Sue Holland 
Alison Rebecca Landry 
Eric L. Lindstrom 
Brigitte K. Manns 
Jo Ann Marshall 
Stacie Lee McLeod-Hanson 
Sarah Shorett Meader 
Ginger Miller 
Noel Rae Mishler 
Susan C. Nelson 
Kathryii Knehn OL.eary 
Andrew Francis Prinzing 
Jodee Michelle Seneker 
John David Shrader 
Stephen H. Siegel 
Eileen L. Stanley 
Patrice E. Tabor 
Steven Blake Walhmark 
Gaynell T. Walker 
Mary Catherine White 
Rana Fitzsimmons Wilcox 
Master of Education (ctind) 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Reverend Stephen C. Rowan, PhD, Dean 
Master of Arts in Psychology 
Kristen M. Adams 
Nicholas Arnold Burmeister 
Mary McLeod Cate 
Susan Carol Fenner 
Cheryl Diane Hamack 
Daphne A. Howe 
Slavica Ivanis 
Kurt A. Kumler 
Dorothy Ann Laidig 
Timothy Sean Leahy 
Dawn Marie Loerch 
Andrew John Mendell 
Adam Robert Mintz 
Susan Celeste Mowrey 
Susan Elaine Petersen-Frey 
Julie West Prentice 
Roberta Brown Root 
Virginia Canie Sawyer 
Varada Svarupa 
Mary J. Turtle 
School of Science and Engineering 
Kathleen Mailer, PhD, Dean 
Master of Software Engineering 
Mark Carringron Adolph 
James Patrick Bartlett 
Mary N. Bos 
Yu Chang 
Yueh Chang 
Clinton C. Chen 
Kim Lee Clark 
Sherri S. Divine 
Bhavani Duggirala 
Harold John Edwards Jr. 
Mark Glenwood Elkins 
Mike Faulkner 
Andrea Kathryn Fox  
Nikhil L. Gogri 
Russell Howard Goilnick 
Thomas Kaperak 
Dariush Khalighi 
Deborah Lynne Kirner 
Paul Daniel Kiawitter 
Thomas Robert Landon 
Jack W. Lane 
James Aaron Masterson Jr. 
Mary Margaret Murray 
Jim R. NutE 
Dennis Casey O'Brien 
Ross Wesley Porter 
David E. Randolph 
Jaimie Joseph Roeder 
Patrick Joseph Dinio San tos 
Mark Christian Schueler 
Michael Leland Schuh 
Feliks I. Shostak 
Danny Keith Shoup 
Sernardo D. Sulla 
Steven John Tindall 
James Donald Tomlinson 
Jay Allan Vandewark 
Stephen Harry Wild 
Albers School of Business and Economics 
Jerry A. Viscione, PhD, Dean 
Master of Business Administration 
Ailene Machiel Abad Littleton Nottingham Dudley Emily Ann Loonam 
Eric Dion Adams Monika Dujmovic-Cornett Ronald Edwin Loos 
Doddy Alimin James Edward Ebner Kathleen Fulk Main 
Donald K. Andersen Jeanne E. Edgmand Maria Margaris 
Enk P. Anderson John W. Edwards Theresa Elaine Martinez 
Mark Harris Anderson Todd R. Enos Steven E. Martz 
Andrew Arakelian RatlI Antonio E.scobar Leslie Ingrid Mathis 
Leonard Albert Bach Fetneh Etemadi }ames Duncan Matthews 
Maryarn Baghai John Philip Ferro Cohn Thomas McCracken 
Brendan Stuard Bailey Timothy J. File Louise E.C. McCracken 
Brian H. Baird Peter S. Flor Donald G. McGillivray 
Cristina Marie Baker LuAnn Dee Fortin Ellen Marie McMahon 
Donna W Baraya Jody Eugene Franich Denise Marie Merle 
Lawrence Joseph Bai -nett Suzanne Frew Dennis Robert Messenger. 
 Jr.
David Hamilton Barr Dean L. Fulcer Ill Andrea Marshall Metcalf 
Thomas A. Bartenstein Michael Lee Gardner Tami R. Mrozek 
Ayman S.M. Basmaih Susan Kay Gilbert Madhura Mukherji 
Keith Douglas Beeman Gerri Gardiner Gilpin Pamela Ann Nagler 
Peter R. Benson John M. Grady Brian Ross Nelson 
Michael John Berge Rebecca Lynn Grady Kimberly Anne Loetz Newton 
Thomas David Beyer John Robert William Graham Shelby Eileen Newton 
Jill Kelley Birkeland Karen Grosz Lana Levern Nicholson 
Kevin Lee Blair Ann Catherine Guilford Laura Ellen Niemeyer 
Patricia Ann Blakely Shananphoi-n Hanutsaha Veerawat Niyomadul 
Thomas Lee Blank Jiwan Singh Hayre Scott Paul Noyes 
Donna Marie Bliss Suzanne Marie Hazlett Roger Scott O'Dell 
Christine L. Bohl Brian Morgan Hearst David Chairil Oey 
David C. Bradley Holly Kristina Heath Eric R. Ogden 
Donna Lee Breske Brian T. Henn Michael Ludlow Olson 
Kristine Laughlin Breton John Gregory Highberg Ileana Oreamuno 
Dennis Jerome Erostuen Robert Franklin Hill David James Ott 
Frank Warner Brown Mark W. Hoekman Lynette Katherine Pappas 
Steven R. Brown Teresa Ann Howe Michael Jerome Patrick 
William Richard Broz Donna Lynne lchinose Ruth Yvonne Pattison 
Anthony G. Bullen Kanako lwata-Eng Renée Lynn-Laande Poor 
Sarah Allen Bullock Christopher Peter Jellen Ricky Surya Prakasa 
Robert Alan Butcher Sharon Lee Jermane Robert Richard Reichie 
John Joseph Caulfield Nurulhuda Abdul Kadir Timothy J. Reschly 
Michael R. Cero Daniel E. Kalenius Gregory W. Roberts 
Elizabeth Ann Champagne Reese H. Kaufman Mary Leavitt Robinson 
Shun Yee Drago Chars Michael Joseph Kavanagh Alice Anne Rolph 
Robin K Cheung Diane Renee Kellar Katherine Graham Ross 
Sandra Ching-Mui Chow Brian Louis Kenkman Sherman Solis Salangad 
Suzi Chu Chung-Han Kim Richard Gary Salirra 
Yolanda Yi-Lam Chu John A. Kirkus Christina Marie Scholey 
Mci-Jung Chuang Suchita Dewidas Kode Steven James Schroeder 
I Chein Chung Chakraphan Krachaiwong John Steven Schubert 
Mark W. Cochran Robert John Kruse James Michael Schulte 
Cathleen Sande Collins Robert P. Kuehn Nancy M. Schulz 
Scott H. Cooper Stuart Akira Kumasaka Catherine Jean Shafli 
Lyle L. Corbin Chris R. Langerveld Chanutcha Siwamogsatham 
William Michael Crow Eric Alan Larson Ratch Sodsatit 
Steve Dang Kevin Gordon Layering Stacy Ann Southwick 
Michelle Sadie Dasso Christopher A. Lee Fendelina Noviadewi Suryadi 
Michael Davy Tae Son Lee Amanda Lynn Tkayoshi 
Jeffrey Stewart Degler Randall Gene Lena Maria Jesus Tamayo 
Thomas Francis Derieg Jr. Man Chung Leung Muljadi Tedja 
Michael Wolff Dullard Jill Loren Levine Cheryl Marie Vitek Tedrow 
Robert Minoru Doi Jon W. Lewis Kornkamol Thavisin 
Joost F. Douwes Charles D. Limmer. 
 Jr. Brendan M. Thorson 
Larry Dean Doza Jia-Rong Julia Lin Lisa-Britt Tonning 
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Master of Business Administration (continued) 
•4ichael David Toomey Paul Ray Townsend 
Sharyl Lynn Truchot 
Hsin-Hsin Tsai 
Ching-Hsuan Tseng 
Howard Lee Van Bniggen 
John Robert Varney 
Philip Michael Vaughan 
Joel T Veit 
Susan Bond Venditto 
Jeffrey P. Waggoner 
Andrew Michael Waldbaum 
Uung-Hui Wan 
Jeffery A. Washbourne 
David N. White 
Ryan Edward Wiebe 
Dean Michael Wisler 
Jui-Chih Wu 
Khian Wai Yap 
Ahmed Kelany Zahran 
Jingyu Zeng 
Hang Frank Zhong 
Paul Richard Zunker 
Master of Arts in Applied Economics 
Lisa L. Brandt 	 Rendra Zairuddin Idris 	 Takumi Ono 
Mark Alton Gould 	 Shing-Shing Lee 	 Ilana C.S. Wolman 
Master of International Business 
Rick Brian Baggette 	 Mel-Ling Kao 	 Roy Dean RaiJiff 
Rafael Guillermo Corrales 	 Paul Gary Karr 	 Jennifer Ann Scott 
Master of Science in Finance 
Kanin Ainpaipan 
Kai-Wen Cheng 
Gregory James Clark 
Darin Ekahitanond 
Michael James Fisette 
Thomas Scott Humann 
Jeffrey T. Hussey 
Kausar Jahan 
Wida Julianingsih 
Lawrence Theng Choon Koh 
Eddy Kusnadi 
Scott D. Moor 
Panitnan Pongpituk 
Monica vanZanten Reid 
Jay Christopher Rowland 
Tanasan Supatchapichai 
Mika Tanaka 
Tipparat Tangkaravakun 
Nil Erkey Tekgul 
James L Thomas 
Riki Topas 
Uma M. Vanmane 
William Wijaya-Utama 
Scott Stephan Wilme 
Janet Leeann Ygnatowiz 
Charles Vernon Young 
Institute for Theological Studies 
Loretta Jancoski, PhD, Director 
Dr. Leo Stanford Leadership Award 
Recipient: Helen West Oesterle 
Awarded to an outstanding student in the Institute for Theological Studies who closely realizes the ITS vision: ministers who are compassionate 
and competent, inclusive and courageous, rooted in the Gospels, and able to translate Christian theology into ministry. The award honors the 
memory of Dr. Leo P. Stanford, founding director of the Institute for Theological Studies. Dr. Stanford pioneered a vision for lay ministry within 
the church that became a model for other lay ministry programs in the United States. In this model students, learn to integrate academic 
theology, pastoral skill training, and spiritual formation leading toward personal and global transformation. 
Master of Divinity 
w 
John Anthony Eisen 	 Helen West Oesterle 
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Master of Ministiy 
Deborah Kay Goheen 	 Beverly Anne LoGrasso, OSU 
	
Marilyn Mihalic 
Corinne Frances Kirsch, CSJ 
Master of Pastoral Ministry 	 - 
Jean B. Carpenter 	 Jan M. Reisdorf 
Master of Pastoral Studies 
Margaret Ann Aiston 
Nancy Meredith Bolton, RGS 
Leonard John Fecko 
Mare Franklin-Gaumer 
Gwendolynn Louise Hall 
James Edward Helmich 
Patricia Anne Hoban 
Nancy J. Hoim 
Mary Ann Fenlon Knowles 
Natalie A. Lecher 
Sr. Catherine G. Nakatudde, DM 
Margaret Ann Needham 
John Robert Peterson 
Nancy S. Pisconski 
Stephanie Antoinette Ragland 
Winifred Reeve 
Rena Elizabeth Romero 
Catharine Marie Shannon 
Sandra Jean Sherman, OSU 
Phyllis Jean Lee Standefer 
Sr. Justine B. Vianney Tumushabe, DM 
Lynne Marie Vaske 
Katherine Medin Walker 
Master of Religious Education 
Nancy J. Anderson 
Master of Theological Studies 
Roberta Young Jonnet 	 Kathryn Lee Ramquist 	 Deborah Susan Steiner 
Marguerite Main 
Institute of Public Service 
John Collins, PhD, Director 
Master of Public Administration 
Michelle Bauchman 
Erin Jeanette Beaty 
Kristen Bernard 
David Allen Buck 
Mavitri Buranasilpin 
Natjaree Chutikul 
Janis Earle Cook 
Kathryn Elizabeth Corrigan 
Barrett Evan David 
Jason M. Dimen 
Darci D. Gness Bierman 
Robert J. Grumbach 
Christie M. Heaton 
Lillian B. Hochstein 
Tanya Renee Holland-Jimale 
Wannaprapa Hongtongkam 
Nancy Catherine Hopkins 
Peter J. Iverson 
Wendy S. Johnson 
Corbitt Thomas Loch 
Rosalyn DeCarroll McIntosh 
Kathleen M. McRoberts 
Sylvia Enid Moore 
Katherine Louise O'Callaghan 
Stephanie Marie Oh 
Lyle R. Palmer 
James E. Pilon 
David Joseph Porna 
Barbara C. Posthumus 
Leonard Rudolf Rad.ziwanowicz 
Maria C. Ratcliff 
Stephanie Lynn Schneiderman 
Nalinrat Sirikantrapom 
Timothy Michael Sloane 
Harry A. Staven 
Cathleen A. Taylor 
Jennifer P. Veiling 
Joan Margaret Wright 
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College of Arts and Sciences 
Reverend Stephen C. Rowan, PM), Dean 
Richard P. Hickey Award 
Recipient: Caryn Sue Couey Wood 
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Selection is based upon the student's total contribution to academic life 
and is made by the department chairs and program directors of the 
college. The award honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, 
professor of English, a beloved and respected teacher at the university 
from 1947 until his death in 1968. 
Bachelor of Arts 
Zoltan Peter Abraham Patrick Michael Brennan * Mary Elizabeth Cushman-Anderson 
Sumnui Cam Laude Fe Ana Brooks Margaret Tully Czeisler 	 * 
Mariejoy Espinosa Adriatico Deborah Ruth Brown Aundrea Dawn Dalryrnple 
Marcos Agudo Magma Gum Laude Christina Suzzanne Daviscourt 
Carrie Lynn Akerstrom * Jason K. Brown # Mary Kathiyn Dean 
Steven Joseph Albert Magma Gum Laude Kristin Noel Decker 
Todd William Albert Wolfram Buell Rayrnund Bolaño Dela Cruz * 
William Kurt Albert 	 * Summa (;um Laude Brian Vo de Leon 
Amy Sara Caroline Anderson Ninotchka De Guzman Bunnell Joshua James Demarest 
Laura Lee Theresa Arnold Veda Dupis Burns * Magma Cuss Laude 
Magma Cuss Laiide Sara Jane Busch * Mary Ellen DePaolo 
Hiroko Asaitura Gloria Dela Cruz Cabrera Meagan P. Derby * 
.
Miho Asano Jeffrey Joseph Cain * Nichol Lynne Devine 
laura K. Avila Monica Ann Callen James Michael Dietrich 
Summa Cuss Laude Frellie Rose Campos Elizabeth Suzanne Dornay * 
Toni Michelle Bajado Stacy Lorraine Carison Dave Dennis Doss 
Gum Laude William Henry Carr iv Rebecca Marie Dreyling 
Charles Arthur Balch Jr. * Cam Lassie Joseph Thomas Duane # 
Constance Lynn Banas * Scott William Carter-Eldred # Jason Edward Duke 
Matthew Michael Bardello Gum Laude 
MagnaCuss Laude 
Cuss Tiffany Ann Carter-Eldred Rita Maureen Legaspi Echon 
John David Barlow Luz Carlette 0. Carumbana Rain Chantel Edwards 
Magma Cuss Laude Joeana Dela Cruz Catarata # Jasmine Siu Lin Ee 
James Edward Barry Cuss Laude Joanna Decena Falcatan 
Katherine Harmon Bartenetti Amy Christine Cekosh-Smith 
Cuss Laude 
Gum Laud.. Magma Cuss Laud.. Jennifer M. Farrell # 
Ryan Campbell Bayne * Mae Seng Chao 
Cuss Laud.. 
Erin Cathleen Beary Kelsy Chauvin Jessika Kristine Fassois 
Magma Cuss Laud, Tracy Lynn Cherpeski Lou Antonio Federico 
Gregg Steven Belland ChianYuan Jamie Chie Zane Evey Fitterer 
Aimee Denise 1inoit Maria Carolina Chona Niño Stephen Paul Flinn 
Cuss Laud.. Jennifer Daphne Choir # Julie Ann Velasco Flores 
Kathleen Elizabeth Betz Gum Laude 
Cuss Laude 
 
Lynda deLeon Bignayan Bill Christianson Julianne Jenghua Fong 
* 
Michelle Renee Bird Tia Christie Katherine Mary Foster 
Jessica Loreua Anderson Bixby Magma Cuss Laud.. Brian Forrest French 
Magma Gum Laud.. Shannon Y. Chu * Sussma Cuss Laud.. 
Robert L. Blair Michelle Yvette Clark * Akiko Fujie 
Vera Ann Garrido Blaz David Atienza Clymer Manssa Catherine Fulford 
Megan Elizabeth Blinn Magma Gum Laude Colleen L. Fulkerson 
Magma Cuss Laud.. William C. Colello Peggy M. Fursman 
Warren Scott Bohner 
. Lauren Marie Bonifield 
Charlene Fulton Collora Margaret Eileen Gazarek 
Cuss Laud.. uss Lau Cd.. 
Magma Cuss Laud.. Dana Lynn Conforti Matthew D. Gobeille 
Jennifer Rae Boyd Jauron James Connally Mark Friesen Goeller 
Gun. Laud.. Gordon Nicholas Cromwell H I * Summa Cuss Laude 
Benjamin Crewdson Brainard Ann Marie Cummins Rebecca J. Goff 
Cuss Jj Magma Cuss Laud.. Katherine Nicole Gora 
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Bachelor of Arts (cUin€d) 
Jonathan Ross Gordon LaShawna Monique Lako Kathie Webb Perkins 
Mary Elaine Grabicki Magna Gum Laud, Summa Cum Laud, 
Ayanna Sook Grandberry * Ingrid C. Landerth * Crista Holly Peterson 
Gillian Kathleen Grant Aimée Marie L.angdon Diane Thi Pham * 
Heather Mane Graves Magna Gum Laud, Denise Louise Phillips 
Tanya Lynn Gray * John Richard L.aris * Kathie A. Phillips 
Craig Anthony Green Stephanie A. Larson Sus*ma Cum Laud, 
Michael James Grieser Cum Laud, Frances Christine Pierce 
Magma Cum Laud, 
Charles Creigh ton I.aughary Summa Cum Laud, 
Melody Anne Gnggs Peter Jacob Leahy Wanda Christina Pierce * 
Susan Leah Groshong # Mamie Chiu-Ming Lee Paul Wilson Pitkin 
Michelle Hamshaw Sang Sun Cindy Lee * Danielle Marie Poe (dim Laud, Melissa Lynn LePiane * Gum Laud, 
Deborah Ann Handrich John Christopher LeSourd * Amy Catherine Postel # 
Brent Allen Hansen * Lori Michelle Levine Summa Gum Laude  
Brenda Anne Hanson Devin Patrick Liddell Jill Marie Quinn * 
Magna Cuts Laude Winston Shang Chili Lin (;alen Tiara Valar Rainwater # 
Mizuho Harada Gum Laud, Gum Laud, 
Everett Richard Harding Kimberly Kealani Lincoln Robert Aquino Rapanut # 
Ernestine McCasland Heath Enk Richard Loney Torsten Reinl 
	
* 
Cum Laud, Miriam Lopez John Edmund Reitz # 
Heidi Jayne Heineman Greg Michael Lulay # Gum Laud, 
Beverly F. Hendricks .Summ,r Gum Laud, Shayne Deanne Reynvaan 
Magna Gum Laud, Carrie Anne Magnuson * Jared Zachary Robinson 
Christopher Lee Henkens Samuel Wilson Magnuson Aurora Maria A. Romero 
Kevin Thomas Henn Colette Louise Mampel * Steve G. Rosier * 
Gum 14ude Vanthong Manivanh * Jennifer Susan Royal 
Duane Otares Hermida Diana Manzo * Gum Laud, 
Margaret Allison Hervey Benjamin Leonard Marx Janice Christine Rust * 
Magma Gum Laud, Jennifer Lyn Maychrzak Charles E. Sally 
Ellen Marie Hill * Ronald Avery Mayo Magma Cu,n Laud, 
Steve A. Hill Jimmy McCurdy # Hiroko Sakursi 
LoriAnn L. Hinkel * Elizabeth Jane McDaniel Sharon Elisabeth Saltarelli 
Marie Louise Hirsch Nancy Lynne McWhirter * Harry B. Sampson III 
Julie Annette Hodovance Kersten J. Meder * Ralph John Saunders * 
Conny M. Hoke Ryan M. Miller Christine Joy Scanlon 
l-Wei Hsu Gum Laud, Magma Gum Laude 
Kathryn Elizabeth Hunt * Paul R. Millsap Carrie J. Schamens 
Runko Ikeda Gum Laud, Gum Laud, 
Toshiyuki Enuyama * Yaeko Miruochi * Jason Henry Schauer 
David Michael Irwin Francis Henry Molitor Magna Cnn Lank 
Chieko Ishihara Thomas J. Monahan Erin Patricia Schmitz Amy Asako Isono * Patricia Ann Mullennix Cum Laud, 
Jessie Marie Hawkin Israel * Cam L. Myrick Zoê Schwartz Amy Patricia Jacobsen * Magma Cuts Laud, Stimma Gum Laud, 
Paul David Jacobus Erik J. Neal Erik Virtus Seehale Gum Elisha Joanne Nemeth Robert Timothy Seybold Margo Lucille Janicki Adna Kay Nesberg Gum Laud, 
Sophia Anne Jaynes Amber Mapuana Neville 
Magma Cuts Lude Magma Gum Laud, Sven Gareth Sherman-Peterson 
Danna Le Johnson-Boggs Minou A. Nguyen 
Magma Gum Laude 
Leigh Ann Jones Cuts Laud, Shannon Patricia Shewey 
Francisco Diego Josephson Kunthearath Nhek # Andrea L. Shiflett Magna Cum Laud, 
Malinder Kaur * Chester Edward Northington 
Melissa Kaur * Mitchell Scott Norton Carol Diane Vandyke-Sholander 
Judith Louise K.earny Patrick William Novak 
Summa Cuts Laud, 
Gum Laud, Karen Jean O'Brien Marriann Lynn Shriner 
Allison Marie Kemmis * Jiro Ohkawa 
Magma Gum I.au& 
David Patrick Kevil Maia K Olson Erik A. Skoog 
Mitsuhiro Kimura * Natalie Ann Osborne Gail E. Small 
Meredith Ann Kirschner # Jason Daniel Oxrieder Gum Laud,  
Magma Gum Laud, Magma Gum i.auiie Berkeley Fitzgerald Smith 
Mark K. Kordash Ryan David Packard * Michael David Smith 
Ronald Veland Kramer Eva K. Papineau Ton'a Michelle Smith 
Raini Lahyani * Suwaa Gum Laud, Mary Shannon Stafford 
* 
Heather Marie Stanton 
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Bachelor of Arts (coiuinued) 
.
Jonathan Paul Augustine Stember Shana Enn Thompson Justin Rahem White * 
Hugh Malcolm Stephens Kelly A. Tilford * Pamela Janine Wiley 
Caroline Kay Stickler Lara Elizabeth Toth Marian Leigh Williams 
Karen Stone Magaa Gum Laude Jean Marie Wilson * 
George Anthony Stray Jennifer Eileen Tracy Joelle Marie Winninghoff * 
Michael Ray Stroppa * Theresa Anne-Marie Trahan Caryn Sue Couey Wood 
John Frederick Swanson John William Bates Trenary # Summa (urn Laud, 
Tomomi Tajima Cynthia Lynne Troiano * Kirk MacFarlane Wood 
Miki Takahashi Laura Judith Truog Gum Laude 
Makiko Takita Cam L,zwje Kevin Raben Wright 
Cum laud, Mary Jeannette Noval Tuna #* Warren Harvey Wright 
Joseph Edward P. Tancioco # Rebecca lnez Valdivia Aileen Rae Wruthwell 
Cum Laude Quennie Rose Caramancion Valenzuela Magna Gum Laud, 
Wonne Tay Catherine Prescott Walker Francesca Morvarid Yahyavi * 
Alissa Ishizaki Teel * David McKinley Walker * Kevin Chen-Hung Yang * 
Kristopher Ian Teift J. Scott Weckbaugh Yiao-Jean Yen 
Magna Gum Iaude Güdrun Kristine Weihe * 	 . Malinda Dacia Zampera 
Erik Patrick Thompson Amy K. Wesiberg # Robert Anthony Zierten 
Bachelor of Criminal 
Leslie Rabena Acincid Todd Matthew Foster Patricia Sue Neorr 
Michael Jay Anderson Donyelle Delonne Frazier Edward Kim Pamatian 
Brian Uoyd Barr Jaynee Cuaresma Garcia Nadine Payhn 
Magma Gum Laud, Jainie A. Gardner * Regina Michelle Pulvermakher 
Rachelle Lynne Bilbruck Keely Marie Harisough Holly Reichmann 
 Kenneth Bush II * Thomas Allen Hindman Patricia McNeill Ring 
Jennifer Ann Carriere 
,,
,,,hn
Douglas Robert Allen Johnson * Raul Guerra Salazar 
Laurabeth Christensen Mary Elaine Johnson * Heidi Louise Snider 
Gum Laud, Kathy Uilani Kaea Angela Stefaniak 
Jeffrey Anthony Cline Patrick Thomas Kearney Christopher Alan Tanaka 
Shonese Helene Crawford * Magma Gum Laud, Richard Alfred Trajano 
Charlette Antoinette Duckett Brandon Buck Knight Patricia Vallejo 
Thomas William Dynes Rebecca Daniele Luders Colleen Rose Whalen 
Misti Noelle Feld Cheri Lee Mahar Gum Laude 
Gum Laud, Anthony V. May Sarah Michelle Williams * 
Clifiord Larry Feurtado 
Bachelor of Science 
James Phillip Apa 
	 Cathlcen Ann Santonocito 	 Jallyn N. Sualog * 
Gum Laud, 	 Carmen Constance Somal 	 Ba-Xi Trang Vu 
Joann Marie V. Lorenzo 	 Gum Laud, 	 Magna Cum Laude 
Bachelor of Public Administration 
Lainey C. Alai Milo * 	 Donna M. Gates 	 Rana Marie Lewis 
Rutiner Erbie Bush 	 Gabriel Gonzalez 	 Timothy Joseph Maher 
. Carmela M. Ennis * 	 Stacy Lynn Horn 	 Anthony James Yuchasz Jr. 
Maga Cum Laud, 
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School of Nursing 
Luth Tenorio, PhD, Dean 
Sister Mary Ruth Niehoff Award 
Recipient: Maria Fe Reyes Ermitaño 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the School of Nursing. Selection is based 
upon the student's academic achievement, excellence in nursing, and participation in school 
and community activities. The award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who was dean 
of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968. 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Robyn Marie Ackermann Linda M. Forcello * 
Lani Sue Alvarez Shoshanna Denise Gard 
Magna Gum Laud, Nicoleta Geageac 
Autumn Mane Antovich * Dana Nickerson Genaux * 
Randy Eugene Ashman Kimberly Anne Groothuis 
Gum Laud, Gum Laud, 
Liliya Babadzhanova Sherry Ann Hall 
Suzanne Louise Balasa Dean Alan Hamilton 
Magma Gum Laud, Krisnna Ann Hanlon 
Linda Lou Beck Suinma Gum Laud, 
Mario Mathew Benedito Stephanie Sah Hansen 
Molly Marie Berger Magma Cum Laud, 
Angelia Shawn Boice Andrea D. Hanses 
Magma Can Laud, Magma Gum Laud, 
Michele Anne Bouvet Lisa Kristine Hartl * 
Gum Lau& Heidi Chantel Hellmann 
Sheila Raye Bower Eric James Higashi 
Dale Rowland Boyle Heidi Anna Hohmann 
Megan Moira Branch Wynona Alleen Hollins * 
Dustin J. Bruce * Carrie Elizabeth Hughes 
Kan Anna Burr Tina M. Johnson * 
Susan Toledo Cabe * Nicole Lynn Kline 
Heidi Ann Cairns Shannon Antonia Kojis * 
Magma Cun, LAude Dian Stephanie Larsen * 
Kristina L. Candelario Jacinda Larsen 
Gum Laud, Cum Laud, 
Jennifer Marie Carlson Carrie Lynn Lawson 
AnneMarie Correa * Lisa Ann Lehman 
Stephanie Michelle Crow Tuai-Gay Lew 
Katherine Leslie Culberg * Gum Laud, 
Pamela D. Cunningham Nga Thien Lieu 
Magma Can Lau& Gum Laud, 
Shauna Lee Doolittle Kristine Katherine Lincicome 
Magma Gum Laud, Gum Laud, 
Jina Marie Duquene Carey Allison Lindekugel 
Mary Katherine Eagan # Stacy Lynne Lotzkar 
Maria Fe Reyes Ermitaño Gwendolyn Anne Lounsbury 
Magma Gun, Lau& Marina Feliciano Mallare 
Heidi Christine Fisher Mary Katherine McCallum 
Kirsten Marie Flack Cum Laudr  
Ronald Wayne Flood Lori Michelle Milkovich 
Magma Cam Laud, 
Maria Esperanza Cruz Millsap 
Christopher John Montaperto 
Margo Mullally 
Magma Gum Laud, 
Heidi Lu Ann Mundy 
Barbara Jeanne Niemer 
Magma Gum Latuk 
Christine Falcuto Ocampo * 
Louise Mary O'Sullivan 
Lalania Emily Persyn 
Barbara E. Phillips 
Mona Roseann Powell 
Summa Gum Laude 
Judith Torres Puzon 
Gum Laud, 
Margo Kirsten Mia Ramsden 
Mary Theresa Rooney 
Anne Frances Rose * 
Elizabeth L. Ross 
Joanna Ryan * 
Liisa M. Sacks * 
Kim Lenore Scherer 
April Loree Scheunemann 
Gum Laud, 
Tanya Loretta Spoon 
Serena Marie Stamper 
Monica Ann Starr 
Irene K. Stewart 
Maureen Marie Strupp 
Emily Jane Sutherland 
Andrew James Sft 
Julie Ellen Uskovich 
Sumn,a Gum Laude 
Darren Frederick Van Pelt 
Maria-Victoria Salido Villa 
Kathleen Wagstaff 
Magma Gum Laud, 
Laura Marie Weinberger 
Gum Laude 
Victoria Elaine Weise * 
Jeffrey Michael Werda] 
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School of Science and Engineering 
Kathleen Mailer, PhD, Dean 
Reverend Edmund B. McNulty, SJ, Award 
Recipients: Brent Douglas Brewer 
Bridget Nan Dwyer 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating engineering student, judged on the qualifications of 
scholarship, leadership, dedication, and inspiration. The award honors the memory of Father 
Edmund McNultv, founding dean of the School of Science and Engineering. 
John S. Ju Award 
Recipient: Catherine Micheal Headley 
Awarded to the graduating science student who exudes the same profound joy and wonder at 
new ideas, curiosity to pursue the unknown, and ability to integrate and apply knowledge 
exhibited by John S. Ju of the class of 1987, whose enthusiasm for learning inspired his peers 
and teachers to use and appreciate their own intellectual talents. 
Stephen Marcus Frahm 	 Chau Van Nguyen 
Gabriel Gonzales Guevarra * 	 Jeffrey Donald Rosa 
Lucas David Hansen 	 Gregory Norris Skov 
Summa Cum Laude 
	
Magna Cum Laud.' 
Bachelor of Arts 
Jennifer Daphne Chott # 
Cum La,ufr 
Melissa A. Cigledy * 
Bachelor of Science 
•Bridget Nan Dwyer # 
Magna Cu,n Laude 
Ellen E. Krasniewski 	 Takeshi Uno 
Bachelor of Science in Biochemistry 
Paul Wilfrid Riley 	 Quentin Kalman Tanko # 	 Hung Van Truong 
Bachelor of Science in Biology 
Yumiko Adachi 
Gemma D. Alexander 
Cielo Isaac Almanza * 
Michael Mencias Casem 
Curn Laud.' 
Jeufery David Evans * 
Ryan Michael Garvey * 
Ryosaku Hirayama 
Michael Patrick O'Byrne # 
Ami Christine Ongstad 
Rency L. Rosales * 
Donna Thi Ructkay 
Magna Cam Laud.'  
Jeffrey Morandarte Sabido 
Erican James Santos Santiago 
Kristin Lyn Schrader 
Andria L. Walters 
Nancy Lea Wilcox 
Gary Anthony Wood * 
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Jill L. Colony * 	 Aaron Scott Lukas * 
	
Khalid Amin Temairik 
Michael John Harrington # 
	 Quentin Kalman Tanko # 	 Vu Thanh Tran * 
Catherine Micheal Headley 
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Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Michael Arthur Armstrong 	 Robert Roxas Cruz 	 Marc Keith Kirkpatrick * 
Magma (urn Laud, 
Krisune Marie Baldwin 
Ellen Bonilla Barayuga 
Mark Peter Batho 
Gum Laud, 
Cynthia Lynn Blazina # 
Pamela Alison Branch 
Jeanette Suzanne Brena 
Gum Laud, 
Brent Douglas Brewer 
Magma Gum Lau 
Norman W. Cabiao * 
Michael Neil Chamberlain # 
Magma Gum Laude 
Christopher David Cole 
Karen Jean Comings 
Magna Gum Laud, 
Gum I aude Laurie Ann Line 
Rebecca Scott Cushman Lance Kawehionalei Lum 
Magma Gum Laude Joseph Sunshine Maramis Tulong * 
Nugraha Aji Darma Craig Jerome Moore 
Christopher Eric Eggers Cum Laud, 
Cohn Ray Elliott Danh Thanh Nguyen 
Daniel Thomas Enrico * Phi N. Nguyen * 
James Lyle Gessford Vangie Ann Aviguetero Parico 
Gum Laude Brian James Rahal 
Michael John Harrington # Lisa Marie Richards * 
Courtney Van Roy Harris Marcus Reycs Rivera * 
Andrew John Hendrickson Ra'i Singh 
Gina Marcela Hidalgo Magna(;um Laud, 
Andrew Hoon Hwangbo Curtis Fredrick Steinke 
Magma Gum Laud, Kevin Joseph Stoll 
Barbara Leigh Hyde Joseph Agmata Valdez 
Pauline Georgina lrawan Paul T. Van Slyke 
Nona Michelle Whisman 
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science 
Hirohisa Abe Linda K.M. Kadowaki 
Jeanie Beckham Reo Francois Lasmana 
Curn Laud, Brent D. LaPoint 
Nayjot S. Dhaliwal .Summa Gum Laud, 
Geir Faremo Masakazu Nakamura 
Paul Fenerty Todd L. Nelson 
Gum Laud, Dmitriy Nikonov 
Bachelor of Science in Diagnostic Ultrasound 
Yojiro Nishida 
George Paul Skentzos 
Andrew M. Smith * 
Quinton M. Tormanen 
Christopher James Vanairsdale 
Gum Laud, 
Marisa Adeline Wilmana 
Alexi Bobodzhanov 
Shaun Robert Bornemeier 
Bridget Anne Burrows * 
Moonju Chol * 
Kimberly Anne Connors 
C. Marcie Davidson 
Antoinette Virata Dimalanta 
Mary L. Droppelman * 
Elizabeth Ann Elliott # 
Magma Gum Laud, 
Contessa L.A. Menefee 
Stephanie A. Gethmann * 
Jamie Diane Goldy 
Gum Laud,  
Kathryn Leigh Graham 
Lea Marie Guerra 
Gum Laud, 
Michele Marie 1-laugen 
Magma Gum Laude 
Kim Heiser 
Gum Laud, 
Linda Kyoung Kim * 
Jennifer J. King 
Bonnie J. L.aabs 
Michelle Dawn Lasnetake * 
Ellen Christine Moore 
Staci A. Morinaka * 
Kimberly Ann Moms * 
Suzanne Rena Murray 
Mary Niemkiewicz 
Leigh Carole Otting 
Magma Cum Laud, 
Susan Lynn Pomerenk 
Tiffany Kaydine Porter * 
Douglas J. Roberts 
Julia Sandetskaya 
(:um 1.aude 
Jamie Elizabeth Schneider 
Magma Cum I.awie 
Denise Juleen Schuh * 
Korrine Lee Skrivseth * 
Heather Marie Uptain * 
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering 
Mylene Villanueva Almuete Bridget Nan Dwyer # Stephen Wayne Gittings 
Manttel Harrison Wei Ta Ang Jr. Magma Gum Laud, Robert Edwin Johnson 
Matthew Lawrence Bielstein Grant Morris Erickson Conrad Kawabata 
Magma Cum Laud, Magma Cum Laude Mag7uz Gum Laude 
Barbara Sharon Buenio Billones # Loren Hastings tubank Kristin Beth Mejer 
Freddie G. Davocol Jr. Dale Raymond Fox Michael John Mata Napalan 
Parminder Kaur Dhaliwal Prineet Kaur Gill l.4chlan White Pope 
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of Science in Electrical Engineering cUinard 
William Loren Potts 
Cum Laude 
Brian Joseph Rafferty 
Magma Gin,, Laude 
Alysa Noelle Rust 
Cum Laude 
Serge Takoulo-Tedjong 
Magma Gum Laude 
Jason K. Tanko 
Gregory John Verge 
Brian James Wallace 
Magma Cum Laude 
Amy K. Westberg # 
Vee Xiong 
Bachelor of Science in General Science 
Valsehia Ray Ayinmide 	 Huang Hung-Chun 	 Christine Marie Pierson 
Kristina Kieu Che * 
	
Jirapon Keokitvon * 
	 Magma Cum Laude 
Michael Vincent Colello 	 Amy Michele Kuchan * 
	
Roland Allan Balquiedra Ponce 
John William Dortero # 
	
Jenifer-Joan Lauren 	 Svetiana Rivilis 
Elizabeth Ann Elliott # 
	
Joshua Re'man McMillion 	 Stacy Renee Shaffer 
Magma Cam Laude 	 Carol Elizabeth Minns * 
	
Machiko Shoji * 
David Laurence Graham-Yooll 
	
Julie Christine Nieschulz * 
	
Betty L. Stewart 
Heather Christine Hiatt 
	 Rodney Dulla Palacios 	 Stacy Mayumi Taketa 
Susan E. Hoover 
	 Debbie Bolano Patricio * 
	
Martha Ann Wagner 
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 
William Gerard Pardee 	 Christopher H. Skov 
Gum I.aud, 	 Magma Gum Laude 
S 
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Rebecca Ann Aleshire 	 Eric M. Joslyn 	 Sereivuth Riem * 
Thomas Lyle Anderson * 
	
Arnold Robert Joyce 	 Tina L. Ross 
Gregory Dean Benson 	 Susan Liu LaPoint * 
	
Shane Michael Kieth Sterling 
George Demopoulos 	 Brian John Loeffler * 
	
Benny Tjutarwy 
Anthony James Eyre 	 Charles A. Lyford IV 
	
Tuan Quang Vu 
Magma Gum Laude 	 Magma Cam Laude 	 Lisa Claire Wickwire * 
Ray Henderson 	 Andrew Wayne Moore * 
	
Martin James Woodard 
Magma Cam Laude 	 Dava D. Mungra 
	 Magma Cam Laude 
Glenn Guarino Hitosis * 
	
Damn Michael Noe 	 Eric Edward Zumdieck 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Raymanette Lee Aguinaldo 	 Robert Saladaga Dela Gente 	 Melody Ann Sison Palilio 
Vernice Ann Reeves Bautista 	 Magma Gum Laude 
	 Doris Lorenzo Pastor 
Gum Lawie 	 Ronald Geraldo Hortillosa 	 Edward G. Sutter Jr. 
Yeng No Xiong 
Aft Bachelor of Science in Physics 
MW 
Jon Flint Blanchard 
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Matteo Ricci College 
Bernard M. Steckler, PhD, Dean 
Matteo Rica College Award for Excellence 
Recipients: Scott William Carter-Eldred 
Amy Catherine Postel 
Awarded to the student who most closely realizes the Matteo Ricci College ideal; one who 
marvels at the wealth of human experience, yet wonders at its meaning; is open to diverse 
explanations, yet demands critical reflection; acknowledges any truth, yet questions its value 
and relevance; serves the human community, yet asks whether its values accord with the 
continuing revelation of the divine to humanity. 
Bachelor of Arts 
Lani Aquino Aviado 
Barbara Sharon Buenio Billones # 
Cynthia Lynn Blazina # 
Kelly Amorn Borthwick 
Sarah Katherine Bradley 
Summa Gum Laude 
Scott William Carter-Eldred # 
Cum Laud, 
Joeana Dela Cruz Catarata # 
Gum Laud, 
Michael Neil Chamberlain # 
Magna Gum Laud, 
Sung-Hee Cho 
Margaret Tully Czeisler * 
Eva Marie de Leon # 
Magma Cum Laud,  
John William Dortero # 
Joseph Thomas Duane # 
Mary Katherine Eagan # 
Jennifer M. Farrell # 
Cam Laud, 
Susan Leah Groshong # 
Bridgette Laurene Kingsbury 
Gun, Law), 
Meredith Ann Kirschner # 
Magna Gum Lnude 
Aaron Scott Lukas * 
jimmy McCurdy # 
Urbana Anne delaRosa Molina # 
Jeff Kevin Nichols 
Michael Patrick O'Byrne # 
Gregory Douglas Packwood # 
Amy Catherine Postel # 
Summa Cam Laud, 
Trevor Eugene Purvis # 
Robert Aquino Rapanut # 
John Edmund Reitz # 
Gum Laud, 
Cynthia Marie Rodgers 
Keva Kathleen Sieber 
Kelby J. Smith 
Veronica F. Smith * 
Joseph Edward P. Tancioco # 
Cam Laud, 
John William Bates Trenarv # 
Roberto Solomon Tucci # 
Mary Jeannette Noval Tuna * 
Justine Anne Viloria 
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. 
Albers School of Business 
and Economics 
Jerry A. Viacione, PhD, Dean 
Paul A. Volpe Award 
Recipient: Greg Michael Lulay 
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the Albers School of Business and Economics. 
Selection is based on academic excellence and contributions to the school, the university, and 
the community. The award is in memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business from 
its inception in 1945 until 1961. 
Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration 
Lily Amoguis Acierto * wing-Hang Albert Chan * Masataka Fujiwara 
Cnstina Andreu Adam Wahyudi Chandradinata * Daniel Thomas Gaffney 
Mary Margaret Agress Lichin Ngo Chang Denise Renée Gaudette 
Gum Laude Chiatining Che John Nick Georvasilis 
Ali Abdulrasool Alhalwachi Christian Shimada Chen Lucia Carvalho Comes 
Sami Omar Al-Hassan * Jennifer Vi-Zu Chen James Andrew Gossler 
Xhalifa Al-Suwaidi Li-Luis Chen Elton Xenophanes Graham 
Kimbrell Lee Altman * Mei-Hui Chen MOgna Gum Laude 
Jaimi M. Anderson Gum Laude Dennis Sergey Grinko 
Steffany Anderson * Su-Chen Cheng Soewandi Gunawan 
Theodore Wolfgang Anderson Mapa Cum Andrew Lloyd Gustafson 
Gum lAude. Mei Sum Sonia Cheung * Moelyadi Halim * 
net Apivanich 
*Sh:ne 
I-Fang Chiang Rudy Halim 
Masao Arakaki Hiroyoshi Chinzei Gwen LeeAnn Hall * 
Judith A. Archer jiwon Choe * Michelle Rene Hall 
Jim W. Arkillaji-. Mci Fan Chu Sunny Hanafi 
Grace Nu'u Atuatasi Danielle Siu Lin Chun * Royle Maxim 1-latico 
M. Michelle Aubrey * Carol Sherraill Collins Leslie Burnett Hawkins 
Shahid Azim Dane M. Conrad Steven Dean Haworth * 
Matt M. Barker Thomas Edwin Craig Brian Heeb 
Dma Lorraine Barnes * Suzanne Elizabeth Crawley MnC Cum Laude 
Robert Winston Bentrott Gyula A. Czirko Adam Shawn Henderson 
Patricia Ann Blackwocxl Delfin A. Dace Jr. * Cum Laud., 
Magna Cum Laude Nghi Sarnantha Dong Dang Robert C. Heuser 
Bonnie June Blair Gum Laude Jeffrey Chak-Kie Ho * 
Ryan Judd Blumenthal Gregory James Davis Carlene Marie Hooke 
David Michael Boediawan Caroline Mae Defiesta Summa Gum Laud., 
Joao Batista Boff Eva Marie de Leon # Solomon Ray Horn 
Jason Bernard Bolosan Magna Cum Laude Meng-Chen Wendy Hsieh 
Walter Werner Boy Sheree Viloria de Leon Pai-Feng Hsu * 
Magma Cum Laudz Anthony Joseph Del Porto Yu-Ling Huang 
Elizabeth Anne Bradford Judith Sinco Del Rosario Yueh-Hong Thomas Huang 
Magma Gum lAude Jocelyn Carmela C. Dilanco Lucy D. Huber 
Tonya Joyce Brenden Gum Laud., Summa Gum Laasde 
Nina Alice Brondmo Maria Abola Dulay * Sung Huei-Ting 
Jennifer Regina Broome Anthony Paul Durante Makiko lmada 
Jason K. Brown # Serge-Marc Jean-Marie Dutheil Gum Laud., 
Magma Gum Laude Cristi Y. Dyer Amber Lee Ingram 
Tamara D. Brown Suwati Effendy Yukie lshitani 
Magma Gum Laud, Gum Laud., Atsumi Ito 
Thomas W. Brown Louis Joseph Elizai David Putnam Johnson 
Magma Gum Laude Hilarie Marie Ericson Lance Alan Johnson 
)emauri Anne Bymers * Aleli Ann R. Fajardo Peter M. Johnson 
hannon Elizabeth Case Barbara Fawcett Rebecca Lynn Johnson 	 * 
Steven Stewart Casey Jesse John V. Flores Pamela Rae Jones-Anderson 
Gum Laude Chad Steven Forrest Summa Gum Laud., 
Sai Chan Matthew Quinlon Forrey * Marcela Alejandra Jordan 
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Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration (cotstinued) 
Meei Liu Juang Dan-in Robert Odell Kimberly Michelle Spanier * 
Rodriguez V. Kadharusman * Ryohei Ogawa Richard James Stohr 
Kimiko Kasazaki Toni Okamoto * Huei-Wen Sung 
Michael E. Kennedy Michael James Olsen * Hany Khoe Surya * 
Jennifer Michele Keough Donald J. Pacheco Henry Surya * 
Cum Laude Gum Laud, Kurniawan Suryatanto 
Anthony H. Kim Gregory Douglas Packwood # Rita Djoko Susanto 
Julie Chae Kim Moo Hyeon Pack Sanchai Tachatirakul 
Woon-Hyung Kim Magna Gum Laude Lori Emiko Takashima-Kino 
Akiko Kimura * Jong-Woo Park * Tan Chin Han 
Pairoj Kinirochanasatien Ernest Trinidad Pascua Jr. Satoru Tanaka 
Krista Lee Kionoff Bratanata Perdana George Thompson 
Donny Korompis Summa Gum Laud, Julius Cesar Somera Tiangson II 
Naoko Kume Gregory John Perez James Martin Tibbits 
Magma Gum Lau& Pamela Helene Perrault Fonny Ratna Sundari Tjiam 
Deanna Toshje Kunishima Gum Laud, Josiane Carmen Tomta Tedjong 
Maggie Wai-Man Lai * Loredana Maria Pernna Vui Kim Tran 
acquelyn Q. Le Cherise Marie Perry Aaron Joseph Marshall Travis 
Alex Robert Tok Lee * Connie Lynne Peters Anvit Pravin Tnvedi * 
Hsin-Jui Lee Magma Gum Laud, Fiona Pei-Chi Tsao * 
Jaeweon Lee Gerard Germano Pigorti Tung "Tony" Chun Tse 
Jonathan Insung Lee Summa Cum Laudf Ming-Huei Tseng 
Magma Gum Laude Aitor Pina * Roberto Solomon Tucci # 
Lena Lee Charles Poedjokerto Nicole Denise Ulibarri 
Fang-Hsiu Liao Trevor Eugene Purvis # Ion-Marc Valahu * 
Julie Renee Lincoln Carolyn Chew-Ling Quek Nicolette R. Verhoff 
Magma Gum Laud, Brian Patrick Quinn Gum Laud, 
James Michael Lineback Jr. Galen Tiara Valar Rainwater # Pakchan Virulhchanya 
Rachel Yi-Chi Liu * Cum Laud, Peggy Inge Vos 
Greg Michael Lulay # 
Summa 
Lydia Jean Rand Sismma Gum Laud, 
Gum Laud, Frank Richard Rickeus Jr. Imelda Like Wahju * 
Patricia Ann Lunderman Tyson Charles Russell Ayling Wang 
Gum Laud, Lila Sarwono Angel (Ching-Wan) Kuo Wang 
Umar Salman Malik Brent Christopher Saxwold Tara Lynn Wamock 
Piper Joy Marker Kjell deBearn Schei * Cynthia M. Watanabe 
Amanda Kay Markie Kenneth R. Schlosser Daniel D. Webb 
Magma Gum Laud, Stephanie Schreiner .Jesse Fate Webb 
Pamela Site Marr Gum Laud, Gum Laude 
Terra McCajn Adam Trent Schweitzer Jonathan B. Weinman 
Michelle Renee McCarthy * Ryan Michael Seal * Louis Albert Wellrneier 
Mary Kay McClure Gavin Jason Sebastian Gum Laude 
Magna Gum Laud, Heather Marie Seeley * Jonathan Haryanto Widjaja 
Naomi M. McCoy * Shaun C. Sefton fllyana Wijaya * 
Jaimee Paulette Milton * Mary Jo Semler Heidi Lynn Wilson 
Douglas J. Moczulewski Florence Sendjaja * Magma Gum Laud, 
Evelyn Kalvenes Mogster Jeanette Marie Sharrow-Stuerwald Wirawan 
Urbana Anne delaRosa Molina # Janna R. Shelton-Abel Victoria Carol Wong 
Kathi Emiko Morinaka Gum Laud, Vivian B. Fung-Yee Wong 
Gina Marie Mortimer Yen-LAn Cynthia Shen Hong W. Woo * 
Roger Dale Musselman Yuan S. Shieh Jed Morris Woodward 
Yasufumj Nakahisa Gum Laud, Allison Rozanek Worth 
Rie Nakajima * Daniel M.H. Siagian Bert Rathvon Wyman 
Wossene Fassil Nessibou * John Patrick Slonecker Yang Ming-Chieh 
Chanh Huu Ngo Bryan M. Smith Xee Catalina Yang 
Kyle Ngo * Margaret Ann Smith Gum I.aude 
Anthony Hung Nguyen Stephen Frank Smith * Daniel James Yeck 
Kunthea.rath Nhek # Enie Soeharsono * Mirsg Johnny Yeung 
Shinya Nishida Susan Lynette Sommer Jorge E. Young 
Satoshi Yuda 
Bachelor of Arts in Economics 
Randall Joseph Bremgartner * 	 Dana Leanne Kirkwood 	 Kristine Marie Syverson 
Dawn Maree Callahan 
	 Julia Hyeyeong Lee 
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